1997 subaru impreza outback

Subaru built a solid reputation for itself in the Seventies building inexpensive and built to stay
that way four-wheel drive passenger cars. The company enjoyed success in the Northeast,
Rocky Mountains, and Northwest, providing people with reliable transportation that could
thwart most attempts by Mother Nature to keep them from arriving at their destinations. Aside
from a major rusting habit and offbeat styling, Subarus kept loyal owners happy. Then Subaru
decided it wanted a bigger piece of the auto market pie. The Impreza was originally conceived to
battle the Ford Escorts, Toyota Corollas and Chevy Cavaliers that sold so well to young adults.
A zippy ad campaign touting the underpowered Impreza as What to Drive alienated traditional
Sube buyers and turned off the young adults it was supposed to appeal to. Sales of the Impreza
were less than successful, and Subaru scrambled to find a solution. Wonder of wonders, the
company decided to reacquaint itself with its legend. Subaru is concentrating on all-wheel drive
cars again, and is emphasizing AWD in every ad, article and brochure you can lay your hands
on. The Impreza is available in coupe, sedan and wagon form. Traditional front-wheel drive
editions have been banished from the roster. For , Subaru infuses the anemic 1. Peak torque
occurs lower in the 2. The Outback Sport is the big news this year; it features a suspension lift,
more ground clearance, and snazzy styling that should appeal to SUV intenders. All Imprezas
are facelifted, featuring new grilles and large functional hood scoops that suck in air to help
cool the engine bay. Good thing the hood scoop has been added, because you'll keep the zingy
2. The Impreza behaves like a street-legal rally car, and is a hoot to toss around. Fling it into a
corner, and it clings to the pavement. The Impreza is comfortable, though the side glass feels a
bit too close. Steering and braking is communicative, and the interior is well-laid out with
easy-to-use controls and legible analog gauges. Two other developments for disturb us,
however. The LX model disappears from the lineup, and most of its standard equipment can be
ordered for the L Coupe. Model simplification is a good thing, but the LX's anti-lock brakes did
not make the transition to the L's options list. This doesn't make much sense from a company
touting safety in its advertising. Also new are the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
HVAC controls. The Impreza had three simple to use rotary dials. For , HVAC controls are a
combination of slide levers and knobs that don't look or function as nicely as those from last
year. Overall, we find much to like about the Impreza. We've driven Outback Sport and L Coupe
models, and thoroughly enjoyed them. The wagon has a small cargo area when the rear seat is
raised, partially due to the steeply raked rear window. Drop the seat, though, and you've got 62
cubic feet to mess around with. Other quibbles include a cramped rear seat and ugly K-Mart
issue plastic wheelcovers on the Outback Sport. Unfortunately, it has trouble delivering what
most folks want in a sport-utility. It's not capable of serious off-road adventure, and it doesn't
provide a commanding view of traffic. Cargo volume with the rear seat up can't match the Kia or
the Toyota for usability. However, Imprezas are a blast to drive hard and fast, and the all-wheel
drive system performs brilliantly on a variety of road surfaces. What's it cost for a fun car with
all-wheel drive peace of mind? Want ABS? Plan to spend at least another grand. As good as
all-wheel drive is, the budget-minded compact shopper must ask whether the price commanded
by the Impreza is worth it. As much as we like the Impreza, we're skeptical. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Subaru Impreza. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Subaru lease specials
Check out Subaru Impreza lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Imprezas receive a facelifted
front end that includes a Hemi-size hood scoop. A new Outback Sport Wagon debuts, with over
six inches of ground clearance, foglights and a slightly raised roof. Power and torque for both
Impreza engines are up for , and some new colors are available. HVAC controls are revised.
Read more. Write a review See all 26 reviews. My '97 Outback Sport. Well lets start with the fact
that this is my first car but I have driven many cars before but I love this car. I can take turns
down mountain passes at 85 and this car wont have a problem doing it. I dont get great mpg but
my work is at the top of a mountain and so i drive up and down a mountain pass everyday so i
didnt expect it to be great. All my family has replaced on it is the clutch system and a

transmission bearing. Considering this car has , miles on it, im pretty damn impressed by it. We
also replaced the stereo system but if you dont feel you need an extra loud stock stereo, I would
recommend this car to anyone and everyone. Read less. I bought the car new. It has never left
me stranded. Have had to replace multiple CV Axles. The car has been spring leaks like crazy
the last few years and I have had to replace just about all the hoses, gaskets and seals. That
said it is still fun to drive and the engine runs as smoothly as the day i bought it. I bought my
OBS from the original owner with about 75k on it. I got a super deal but had to do a little body
work on it. Never had any major problems. I did fix a small transmission fluid leak by replacing
the pan gasket. I did some routine maintenance. My car ran smooth as silk and shifted smooth
also. I wish I still had it but unfortunately it was totaled in a wreck 89k. I owned it almost 5 years
and it was It is probably the best car I had ever owned. I was hoping to find another to swap my
engine over but ended up parting it out. Subaru Impreza built to last. My husband, who is
absolutely not into cars at all, who wouldn't know a ping from a thump, and who therefore could
conceivably really run a car into the ground without even knowing it, has been driving this
vehicle for 11 years now completely problem free. I make sure that all the regular maintenance
is up to date, so that does help, but seriously, I think this is a super-car, to have survived this
long this well. Utterly great in snow, and we're in a snow-belt area, so we really know. Fantastic
car. See all 26 reviews of the Used Subaru Impreza. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the Impreza. Sign Up. Well lets start with the fact that this is my first car but I have driven many
cars before but I love this car. I can take turns down mountain passes at 85 and this car wont
have a problem doing it. I dont get great mpg but my work is at the top of a mountain and so i
drive up and down a mountain pass everyday so i didnt expect it to be great. All my family has
replaced on it is the clutch system and a transmission bearing. Considering this car has , miles
on it, im pretty damn impressed by it. We also replaced the stereo system but if you dont feel
you need an extra loud stock stereo, I would recommend this car to anyone and everyone. I
bought the car new. It has never left me stranded. Have had to replace multiple CV Axles. The
car has been spring leaks like crazy the last few years and I have had to replace just about all
the hoses, gaskets and seals. That said it is still fun to drive and the engine runs as smoothly as
the day i bought it. I bought my OBS from the original owner with about 75k on it. I got a super
deal but had to do a little body work on it. Never had any major problems. I did fix a small
transmission fluid leak by replacing the pan gasket. I did some routine maintenance. My car ran
smooth as silk and shifted smooth also. I wish I still had it but unfortunately it was totaled in a
wreck 89k. I owned it almost 5 years and it was It is probably the best car I had ever owned. I
was hoping to find another to swap my engine over but ended up parting it out. My husband,
who is absolutely not into cars at all, who wouldn't know a ping from a thump, and who
therefore could conceivably really run a car into the ground without even knowing it, has been
driving this vehicle for 11 years now completely problem free. I make sure that all the regular
maintenance is up to date, so that does help, but seriously, I think this is a super-car, to have
survived this long this well. Utterly great in snow, and we're in a snow-belt area, so we really
know. Fantastic car. Subaru cars have become very expensive to fix. Around 76, miles, alot had
to be replaced Oil pump, clutch, brakes After owning three, this will most likely be my last, I feel
that Subaru has cut alot of corners and there are alot better built cars out there. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Impreza. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Not
very good. Items per page:. Write a review See all Imprezas for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the Impreza. Sign Up. Our secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a
few personal and employment details. Get started now. Member of the Better Business Bureau!
If you do not see what you are looking for we can find it for you! Call us at with any questions
you may have! Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end and make
arrangements for payment at that time. Bidders must arrange financing prior to bidding. When
placing a bid on this or any of The Car Guys auctions the bidder acknowledges that their
electronic submissions constitute a legal and binding agreement and intent to be bound by and
to pay for such agreements and purchases. This legal electronic agreement also acknowledges
that if a vehicle is under factory warranty then a warranty conveys to the purchaser. We repeat
there is no warranty on vehicles. It is possible that a used vehicle could encounter problems
after purchase. It is possible that a vehicle could perform for years without any problems. As a
purchaser of a used vehicle you must be responsible for checking over or having a service
check over vehicle before purchase. Buyer is responsible for pickup and or shipping of this
vehicle. If you wish to have it shipped using a service we will gladly assist! If you are not sure
about something, Please ASK. Do not assume anything not listed is included. We reserve the
right to end this auction early and sell this vehicle at any time. Winning bidders are responsible

for paying taxes and all DMV and related fees in the state in which the vehicle will be titled in.
The fee covers the processing of paperwork,tag and title documents, vehicle prep, and
overnight charges. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Visit store. Start of add to list layer.
Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 14, PST. Will ship to Ukraine. Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Vital Information. Year Make Model Mileage Engine.
Just serviced and Virginia state inspected this Subaru runs and drives however has clicking
noise in back while turning only. Contact Us. Dealer Contact The Car Guys. Ask Dealer A
Question If you have a question, please call or complete the form below for a quick response.
Question s. Standard Equipment. Secure Online Credit Application. About Us. Unless otherwise
stated this vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied,
other than any existing factory warranty that may still remain. The seller shall not be
responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes
no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any
incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for
identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely.
The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated
with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no
responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Ad created by
eCarList. Call to find out how eCarList can service your dealership. Back to home page Return
to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides
these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the reports,
contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Dec 14, PST.
Shipping: Will ship to Ukraine. Item location: Crozier, Virginia, United States. Seller: vacarguys2
Seller's other items. Vehicle has been inspected specify details in Description. Just a few years
ago, Subaru was on the brink of failure in the United States. Sales had plunged, and the
company lacked direction. Then in , Subaru changed course to focus on its core strength:
all-wheel drive. In certain parts of the country, such as the Northeast and the Midwest,
all-wheel-drive Subaru wagons are the vehicles of choice for many families and small-business
owners. Not only have the wagons proved durable and reliable, but the all-wheel drive system
allows Subaru's cars to drive in snow and over bad terrain. In the last three years, Subaru shed
its slower-selling vehicles and revamped its lineup to contain nothing but all-wheel-drive
sedans and wagons. With the introduction last year of the Legacy Outback wagon, Subaru saw
its sales soar. Apparently there are a lot of families who want the versatility of an all-wheel-drive
vehicle but don't want to drive a truck-based sport-utility vehicle. In a bid to further boost sales,
Subaru added the compact Impreza Outback to its line for Like the Legacy Outback, the Impreza
is a sporty-looking wagon that offers all-wheel drive in an affordable package. This is a vehicle
aimed at people who need versatile transportation but have a smaller budget. The Impreza
Outback costs less than the Legacy and most sport-utilities. The Impreza Outback is outfitted
with a very peppy 2. Performance is outstanding. In fact, the Impreza Outback's zippy
acceleration from zero to 60 mph was the highlight of the weeklong test-drive. Several years ago
the original Impreza came out with a dreadfully slow horsepower, 1. I didn't expect the model to
perform much better. The 2. In fact, it sort of goes well with the rugged nature of the Outback.
The Outback package isn't just fancy cosmetics designed to give the illusion of ruggedness.
Subaru engineers went back to the drawing board and made the technical adjustments that
improved the car's performance. I purposefully veered off-road several times and discovered
the all-wheel-drive Outback can slog easily through soft sand and over deep bumps. The engine
delivers plenty of low-speed pulling power, and that gives you confidence when driving over
bad terrain. The four-wheel independent suspension system offers a firm but comfortable ride.
Subaru engineers raised the vehicle slightly to give it the ground clearance that allows it to be
driven safely off-road. However, that change didn't affect the Outback's on-road handling.
Usually, the higher a vehicle is, the less apt it is to go around corners comfortably. But during
my weeklong test, the Outback proved it could be driven aggressively and safely. Steering and
brakes are other areas where the Outback gives the driver confidence. The speed-sensitive

power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering system has a tight, crisp feel. I've seen some poorly
assembled Subarus in years past, but the Impreza Outback I tested showed a very measurable
improvement. There were no rattles or loose pieces of trim on the dash, door panels or in the
interior. However, some of the switches still feel chintzy. The power-window switches on the
door panels are unlighted and poorly arranged, and there are too many functions on the turn
signal stalk, which also controls the brightness of the dash lights. Those minor gripes aside, I
found the dash to be cleanly styled and, for the most part, easy to use. The gauges are nothing
fancy, but they are brightly lighted and easy on the eyes. Impreza Outbacks come with a firm set
of front bucket seats and rear fold-down bench seats. There is plenty of room up front and in
the rear. If you fold the rear seats forward, the Impreza can swallow a mountain bike with no
problem. There is even a rubber mat in the back to protect the carpet from mud and dirt. Several
people commented on the Outback's sporty styling. Although station wagons are decidedly out
of fashion these days, Subaru designers have done a very admirable job of making this one
look fun and youthful. There is nothing dowdy or dumpy about the Outback. I've often criticized
Japanese cars for not having character and for being boring to look at and drive. This car is
clearly the exception. The giant scoop in the center of the hood gives it a sporty appearance. Its
snappy performance makes the car fun to drive, and the styling and versatile interior keep the
Outback from getting boring. Own a piece of history! Subaru has specialized in making small
all-wheel-drive cars since the mid-'70s. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by
clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your
Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Transport your gear and
goods without the mess. Click here to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer. Home Subaru
Impreza Genuine Subaru Impreza Replacement Parts. Your Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto City
Subaru. Shop Now. Distance: Kenosha Subaru. Wilde Subaru. Enter your zip code: View More
Retailers. Select a Subaru Impreza Driveline. Select a Category. When the time arrives to
maintain or repair your Subaru Impreza, choose the same quality that came standard from day
2015 camaro owners manual
2005 cadillac srx catalytic converter recall
2008 bmw 535i fuse box diagram
one. Genuine Subaru Impreza Accessories Fast. Built to perform and last with custom-fit and
function. Wherever adventure in your Subaru Impreza leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and
Convenience. Less difficulty. More enjoyment. All customized to you and your Subaru Impreza.
Subaru style attuned precisely to you and your Subaru Impreza. Protection and Security. Help
prevent the worst and lessen the impact of the unavoidable in your Subaru Impreza. STI Brand.
The Subaru Impreza mods you want for the power you crave. Subaru Gear. Shop Gear as unique
as you and your Subaru Impreza. More than just a quality product, you desire the
self-expression that Subaru provides. Connect more to your vehicle and other enthusiasts with
Genuine Subaru Gear. Links Subaru. Legal Policies. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained
on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

